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CBSE  AFFILIATION No. 3430369 EssenceDIPS

DPS Chas -Pivoting for Global Excellence

Greetings to all !

With the firm belief to make a difference in the lives 
of young ones - by redefining thinking and reaffirming 
creative educational perspectives; DPS CHAS ever since 
it has reposed the foundation stone in April 2017 has 
scaled to new heights. This has been a collaborative 
effort of many individuals and experiences put into one. 

The school is an enthusiastic and exciting responsibility 
taken up with the aspiration to create a world-class 
institution to conform to the educational needs of 
students with incomparable abilities and nonpareil 
dreams. 

The five consecutive years that the school has journeyed 
through has fetched a laudable feat. Its mission is very 
definitive. The school has several accomplishments under 
its name which has brought into view the meticulous 
effort that it has been undertaking persistently. KAMP 
NASTA, Aryabhatt Ganit Challenge, International Spell 
Bee, French Language Competition, Vidyarthi Vigyan 
Manthan, Geeta Chanting Competition and Olympiads 
besides class X results which are some of the areas that 
the school has achieved laurels in.  

The campus of the school is a vibrant enclosure with 
pedagogy and pastoral care so unique. Learners here are 
groomed to think out of the box, engulf articulation, 
innovation, creativity, evolve with leadership skills and 
develop an amazing life-skill system for selfless service 
to society.  

DPS Chas gives best wishes  for Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Year !!.

Dr. Hemlata S Mohan 
Chief Mentor
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Warm Greeting!

Tough Times Never Last, But Tough People Do!

Education at DPS, Chas has always been an amalgamation of the 
traditional virtues and what the scientifically sound world has to serve. 
With its mission to water the roots and to make children stand as a 
tall perennial tree the school leaves no stone unturned and acquires 
all the methodologies and pedagogies that can develop the potentials 
inherent in the growing child.  Young lives can be taught to uphold 
the virtues so tight; their minds can be trained to foster new insights 
and create powerful thoughts. And it is overwhelming to acknowledge 
that the school has been meticulously accomplishing the task over the 
rolling years. 

It is very important to learn the art of making a bold and daring move, 
to make a creative transition. Seeing the best among adversities can 
claim greatness. So, it is important to train children with skills that can 
shun the fear that controls them. rather they should be taught to have 
control over the fears. Remember, there is no situation that cannot be 
transformed. A strong belief can lead to unmatched transformation. 
So, let us provide children with experiences so strong which can revise 
their belief system and can mould their personalities with a lead heart 
and an iron body.

It is such joy to be a part of the team, head it and revolutionize the 
experiences of each child. The pupils of today are the citizens of 
tomorrow. Whatever we teach them, train them in, will cast an impact 
on the fortune of the nation and impact every soul. 

Let’s us together make a dent in the world by our great work and virtues 
that may inspire others to transform minds, transforming lives thereby 
transforming society!

Regards

Deepali Bhuskute 
Ofg. Principal

Investiture Ceremony of DPS Chas for 
the Students Council 2021-22 
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Inculcating leadership quality among the students, DPS Chas students 
elected student council office bearers for the Session 2021-22 and 
conferred badges to the newly elected students in an investiture ceremony 
held at school campus today. The chief guest of the ceremony was Father 
Reji C Varghese, Principal, M.G.M Higher Secondary School, Bokaro. 

In an election held on 28th October 2021, Hemant Kumar of Class XI and 
Khushi Kumari of Class XI emerged victorious as Head Boy and Head Girl 
respectively. The other student council office bearers elected are Yuvraj 
Kumar (Vice Head Boy), Aditi Shubham (Vice Head Girl), Bavleen Kaur 
Bhandari (Literary Secretary), Vivek Kumar (Cultural Secretary) and Anurag 
Gupta (Sports Secretary). 

DPS Students welcoming D S Memorial Society 
Secretary Suresh Agarwal on this occasion
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DPS Chas scripts history in CBSE X exam 

Yuvraj, Hemant, Kanaklata, Shreya gets 100/100 in various subjects

DPS Chas scripts new history – gets 78 Gold medals 
in various olympiads Conducted by SOF

02 Gold Medal in Zonal Level  |  16 Gold Medal of Distinction 
60 Gold Medal of Excellence

International General Knowledge Olympiad

International English Olympiad

National Science OlympiadNational Science Olympiad International Mathematics Olympiad
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Prithvi secured Natioanl Rank Three 
in National Arithmetic Genius exam

Rahul and Sreijan brings laurels 
- getting CBSE Merit Awards

Record medal haul 
in Silver Zone Olympiads

State Toppers 
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September 18, 2021   Jharkhand, Top Stories 

DPS Chas students script history, win 78 Gold medals 

at various Olympiads 

 

2 Gold Medals at Zonal Level 

16 Gold Medals of Distinction 

60 Gold Medals of Excellence 

Speed Post News Network 

Chas ( Jharkhand) :  A total of  78 students of DPS Chas in Bokaro District, Jharkhand, brought laurels to their school 

by winning several medals including 02 Gold Medal at Zonal Level, 16 Gold Medal of Distinction, and 60 Gold 

Medal of Excellence at International General Knowledge Olympiad (IGKO), International English Olympiad (IEO), 

National Science Olympiad (NSO), and International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO), conducted by Gurugram based 

organisation ‘Science Olympiad Foundation’. 

The Zonal Level gold medallist in IGKO are:  Aalap Gorai of Class IV and Kishlay Sahu of Class VI. They received gift 

vouchers and a certificate for their excellent performance. 

In IGKO, Pawan Kumar Gorain and Soham Vinayak Nagarkar of Class II, Aditya Kumar of Class IV and Sourav Kumar 

Dey of Class 10 won Gold Medal of Distinction 


